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or avant-garde vitalism?
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VITALISM: STRONG AND WEAK, OLD AND NEW
First, a word on terminology. One can legitimately feel frustrated at times with
the extremely loose usage of the term ‘vitalism’ in different discourses. In the
world of Anglophone humanities (not philosophy, not the history of science or
even ‘historical epistemology’) it seems to mean any kind of ‘animation’ concept:
if all of matter is animate(d), that’s vitalism – as it is for Jane Bennett, who writes:
I believe in one matter-energy, the maker of things seen and unseen. I believe
that this pluriverse is traversed by heterogeneities that are continually
doing things. I believe it is wrong to deny vitality to nonhuman bodies,
forces, and forms, and that a careful course of anthropomorphization can

help reveal that vitality, even though it resists full translation and exceeds
my comprehensive grasp.1
Early modern philosophy scholarship speaks of ‘vitalism’ to mean the claim that
‘mind extends across all of matter’, e.g. in Margaret Cavendish: “Cavendish was
also clearly influenced by the vitalist movement of the mid-seventeenth century,
which maintained that nature is living and self-aware (although she denied the
vitalist “spirit” of nature)”2 – one would love to know, what vitalist “movement”?
More confusingly, Aristotle is often described as a vitalist: for the eminent historian
of medicine Mirko Grmek, “Aristote poursuit un projet de type vitaliste”3; for the
Spinoza scholar Paul Vernière, Spinoza’s letter to Oldenburg expresses a “vitalist
conception of the universe.”4 One could go on in a kind of Borgesian encyclopedia
mode: sometimes it is Leibniz who is a vitalist, sometimes it is even Locke,
Hume or Adam Smith…5 To partly bracket off this kind of loose and/or madly
erudite usage, one could start by taking seriously that vitalism is necessarily postCartesian, in the sense that it is a doctrine, or family of doctrines, which seeks to
conceptualize the unique or specific nature of living entities, partly in reaction
to the success of (ontological, or scientific, or even heuristic) mechanism and its
array of mechanistic models and analogies.6
In a more precise manner, vitalism is also used, often pejoratively, to refer to the
ideas of biologists like Hans Driesch, namely, the entelechy understood, rightly or
wrongly, as an internal life-force (worse, an uncaused causally efficacious internal
life-force), and philosophers like Henri Bergson – who in fact did not hold much
the same view at all, as can be seen from his explicit criticism of Driesch’s vitalism
of “internal purposiveness” in Creative Evolution:
The idea of a finality (better rendered ‘purposiveness’, CW) that is always
internal is therefore a self-destructive notion. . . . There lies the stumblingblock of the vitalistic theories.. . . the ‘vital principle’ may indeed not
explain much, but it is at least a sort of label affixed to our ignorance, so
as to remind us of this occasionally, while mechanism invites us to ignore
that ignorance.7
Bergson’s response to this claim of a life-force in all living organisms is to ask:
where? at what level? He expresses doubts that nature can be interpreted strictly
in terms of this internal “finality” (teleology, purposiveness).8 In passing, I should
add that, contrary to popular misconceptions, Bergson’s élan vital does not belong
to the living organism itself. As Andy Wong puts it, “Bergson has never privileged
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‘life’ as the sole concern in his philosophy. ‘Life’, for Bergson, is not the master
concept from which all other Bergsonian notions are deduced.”9
If we distinguish between strong and weak versions of vitalism, in which strong
vitalism matches the widely held view of vitalism (as a doctrine of an irreducible
life-force, ontologically apart from the rest of physical nature), then Bergson is
definitely not a strong vitalist: “Since Bergson’s account of life and matter is that
they consist in two different tendencies instead of two different substantial entities,
his philosophy of life does not fit into vitalism in a conventional sense.”10 And this
kind of distinction is popular in recent theoretical biology, as well: in a recent
review of anti-reductionist trends in different biological fields (systems biology,
ecology, developmental biology, etc.), a distinction is made between organicism
– the reasonable view – and vitalism, in which “living matter is ontologically
greater than the sum of its parts because of some life force (“entelechy,” “élan
vital,” “vis essentialis,” etc.) which is added to or infused into the chemical parts”11;
which perfectly matches my distinction between strong (metaphysical) and weak
(heuristic, functional, constructivist) vitalism.
But is the problem of vitalism – of understanding vitalism – entirely reducible to
a convenient distinction between strong and weak forms of this doctrine? I say
‘convenient’ because this distinction typically presents the stronger form in such
a way that the ‘intelligent vitalist’, to modify a phrase of Deleuze’s12, is necessarily
critical of it, exactly like Bergson contra Driesch above. In fact, it seems rather facile
to pull a distinction between ‘metaphysics’ and ‘science’ or ‘metaphysics’ and postcritical philosophy, or a philosophy of intuition, out of one’s hat – reminiscent of
the nineteenth-century Paris physician Jean Bouillaud, contributing an entry on
vitalism to a medical dictionary, and apologizing for the presence of metaphysics
therein: “I admit that metaphysics is quite out of place in a dictionary of practical
medicine and surgery, but how can one write an article on Vitalism without delving
at least in part into the dark depths of metaphysics?”13 As Bouillaud seems to say
almost despite himself, it is hard to fully do without metaphysics in reflecting
on vitalism, and, as I will suggest in closing, the distinction between strong and
weak forms of this doctrine (or metaphysical and non-metaphysical forms) may
be neither definitive, nor entirely reliable.
Thus, instead of rehashing a version of the opposition between strong and weak
vitalisms, and showing how the author of choice (Théophile de Bordeu? Xavier
Bichat? Bergson? Driesch? C.H. Waddington? and so on) does not defend the
strong version of the claim, and hence is immune to the standard objections of
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irrationalism, antinaturalism and so forth, I will proceed somewhat differently, in
a partly historical and contextual fashion, and I shall focus on one of the classic
rhetorical postures of vitalism: Hippocratism. My attention to this issue was
sparked by the statement in another nineteenth-century French medical dictionary,
this time by the physician Robert-Hippolyte Brochin, in 1889. Vitalism begins,
according to Brochin, with “le vitalisme empirique ou naturisme d’Hippocrate.”14
Lest we be thrown off by more contemporary resonances of the term ‘naturisme’,
let me clarify that the phrase in a Hippocratic context refers to the idea of natura
medicatrix (or vis medicatrix naturae, Nature as the healer, the source of equilibrium
and mediation).15 What it means for vitalism to be equated with Hippocratism – if
we understand this equation, neither as a species of ‘medical fact’ nor as some
holistic higher truth, but as a rhetorical posture, or a conceptual persona – shall
be my main focus in what follows.
Vitalist discourse has been associated for centuries – Brochin’s comment in the
late 19th century is merely an example – with Hippocratism, itself a non-stable
and non-monolithic medico-theoretical tradition (and reinvented tradition)
which constantly stresses notions of ‘the whole’, ‘the circle’, ‘Nature as a
healer’. And this standard opposition between, on the one hand, mechanismexperimentalism-interventionism and on the other hand, vitalism-holismHippocratic observationalism has had a major effect on the exclusion of the
Montpellier ‘school’ from mainstream history of medicine.16 Now, to put it in a
short formula, I believe what this yields as a theoretical construct is a kind of
holism without appeal to ontology.
Hippocratism is primarily associated with observational, “expectant” medicine.
This notion is usually framed in terms of the opposition between the more
interventionist, experimentally focused school of medicine, and the noninterventionist, “expectant” approach which seeks to not intervene and thus modify
the balancing act of Nature.17 Curiously, this opposition is both an ancient one (in
Greek and Roman medicine) and a nineteenth-century one (between Montpellier
vitalism and the more clinical, experimental Paris school). Thus Edouard Auber
opposed the “patience” of the Montpellier School to the impatient, “frenetic
activity” of the Paris School.18 And indeed, the prominent Montpellier vitalists –
Théophile de Bordeu, Jean-Joseph Ménuret de Chambaud, Henri Fouquet and later
Paul-Joseph Barthez to mention the interesting ones – claim to be empiricists, but
of a particular sort, given to emphasizing observation, praising Hippocrates (and
the ‘English Hippocrates’, Thomas Sydenham, of whom Bordeu says that he should
be considered an honorary Montpellier physician19), and downplaying the merits
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of experimentation qua intervention. Ménuret opposes Hippocrates and Galen:
“Hippocrates was the first and best of the observer physicians.”20 Bordeu, in this
respect calling attention to the ‘constructed’ nature of the reference to antiquity –
its postmodern character, as it were – asks, in a section of his Recherches sur le tissu
muqueux ou l’organe cellulaire, et sur quelques maladies de la poitrine (1767): who
reads Hippocrates today? And Bordeu answers: only a privileged few; he proceeds
to explain why any good physician should.21 Which leads back to the theme of the
observer physician.
Again, like the Hippocratic reference overall, this observer attitude is of course
a conceptual construct, it is not self-evident or transparent. The problem with
extending far backwards in time as that one runs the risk of taking the Hippocratic
reference too literally, or in an uncontextualized, ‘ontological’ sense. If we treat it
as a conceptual construct, we can see that it comprises various elements, including
a professed hostility to vivisection, a scorn for the anatomical ‘gaze’ but also thus
– I suggest and will return to this in closing – a non-ontological commitment,
that is, a sense that the Hippocratically inspired physician or médecin-philosophe
observes, studies regularities or dysfunctions (fevers and other crises), but does not
posit ‘vital principles’ (metaphysical vitalism) or ‘atomic principles’ (mechanistic
atomism). And this attention paid to regularities or otherwise systemic features of
the organism has a name: it is a species of holism. This holism is expressed in 18thcentury terms in the language of the “animal economy,” in fact a proto-organism
concept, the chief metaphor of which was the bee-swarm: individual bees are to
the swarm like organs are to the whole organism.22
I shall now discuss these three key features of ‘Hippocratic vitalism’ (the
observational emphasis, holism and apparent – but deliberate – archaism) in turn.
THE RHETORIC OF OBSERVATION
There are actually several motivating factors in the vitalists’ strategic usage of
Hippocratic references. Aside from the rather empty referrals to the Hippocratic
enormon as an ancestor of the Vital Principle (or the principle of a healing Nature,
natura medicatrix in general), the most obvious motivation is to underscore the
primacy of observation, following from the idea of ‘expectant medicine’, a noninterventionist medicine which, “in contrast to the activist medicine of bloodletting and purging, which poses grave risks to the patient, must “compromise
with a powerful nature whose laws he ignores . . .”23 This patient, observant
attitude accords with an idea of Nature as never fully showing itself in any one
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instant, so that the wise physician, in Barthez’s terms, has to work towards the
“full system of knowledge of the art of healing.”24 By extension, the notion of the
‘critical moment’ in an illness does not just highlight the role of the physician as
observer, but also, of the necessarily temporal dimension of medicine, in contrast
to the mechanical perspective. That is, if the body is just a machine (or, just like a
machine, as Baglivi, Boerhaave or Descartes might have it), the notion of disease
and its stages (thus its temporal character) seems quite absent.25
This is one of the messages of Bordeu’s long tour de force article for the Encyclopédie,
“Crise,” where he returns to an idea he had suggested in his main work, the
Recherches anatomiques sur la position des glandes (1751), that it is important to try
and correlate the medical phenomena observed in the body at a given time with
the workings of specific organs, that is, to seek to correlate (organ) structure
and function temporally rather than just spatially.26 In a way that will become
explicit (and familiar) in some critiques of mechanism and behaviorism in early
twentieth-century organicism (e.g. Kurt Goldstein, Maurice Merleau-Ponty and
later, Charles Taylor27), the idea here is that to do justice to the organism, it cannot
be treated just like a machine, not so much in terms of the whole: parts relation
(treated below under the rubric of holism) as of the inherently temporal character
of the organism.
Ménuret emphasizes how the distinction between observation and experiment is
of special relevance to living beings:
As we move from the physics of simple bodies to that of organized bodies,
we see the rights of experiment (expérience) decrease, and the rule and
usefulness of observation increase; the shape, bearing, location, structure
– in a word, the anatomy of plants of animals, the different stages through
which they pass, their motions, functions and life, etc., have only been
seen by the observer-naturalist (Observation, Enc. XI, 315a).
And he adds a bit further on – blurring the human/animal divide or on the contrary
reemphasizing an old sense in which the uniqueness of living beings is ultimately
a way of defending anthropocentrism or the uniqueness of humans:
Man, however we consider him, is least well suited to being a subject of
experiment; he is the most suitable, noblest and most interesting object
of observation, and it is by observation alone that progress can be made in
the sciences of man (qui le regardent); experiment here is often worse than
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useless (ibid.).
When the Montpellier vitalists polemicize against experiment, it is because
they think we cannot know Life through intervention (a category that includes
vivisection). Some members of this group are more experiment-friendly than
others, so it is not a univocal position either. It is not my intent here to seek to
define the place of the vitalist understanding of ‘observation versus experiment’
in some kind of history of scientific observation, if such a history were possible.
But it seems obvious that in the vitalist context, observation has become an
“epistemic category,” to use Daston’s (artificially strict?) terminology.28 Notice
that observation for the vitalist is not so much a ‘positivist’ idea of collecting
facts in order to aggregate them, as a kind of ‘existential attitude’, akin to that
Canguilhem attributes to vitalism.
Canguilhem proclaims himself to be a vitalist and insists that vitalism has a
specifically philosophical place, whether it is scientifically ‘validated’ or ‘refuted’,
and apart from its status as a scientific ‘construction’. In this sense, he suggests,
vitalism is not like geocentrism or phlogiston, i.e. two classic cases of scientific
‘errors’: it is not refutable in quite the same way; thus vitalism is “an ethics rather
than a theory,” “an exigence of life in living beings”29 – an approach towards living
beings rather than an empirical (refutable) theory about them. I cannot develop
this point here but Canguilhem, in my opinion, noticed a very important feature of
any defensible vitalism: namely, that it does not reduce to empirical claims about
the nature of life (life is self-organization; life is reproduction; life is mind; etc.).
The Hippocratically inspired emphasis on observation over and against
experiment, as a vitalist motif, can also remind us – again, as “an ethics more than
a theory” in Canguilhem’s phrase, or in this case, as an ethically motivated and
implicated theoretical position – of the way some biologists or philosophers rather
angrily oppose a more ‘holistic’ sense of organism, which is valued, to a seemingly
cold-hearted, analytic and dissective attitude associated with ‘mechanism’ and
‘reductionism’. We murder to dissect, or as Niels Bohr warned, we may kill the
organism with our too-detailed measurements.30
WHOLES AND SWARMS: THE CONCEPT OF HOLISM
As I have said, what the observer sees and the experimenter kills, so to speak, is
the organism. Or, in the language of the Montpellier vitalists; the animal economy.
Animal oeconomy, was by no means a new word in the mid-eighteenth century.
It had a Hippocratic pedigree dating at least back to the sixteenth century, when
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it was used by Hippocratic physicians such as Louis Duret in Paris (who spoke
of an “oeconomia naturalis, vitalis et animalis”31), and earlier by followers of
Paracelsus, who added onto the older theological sense of an oeconomia as an
order, an alchemical sense of the body as a distillation vat. But it is used loosely,
not as a technical term. In the seventeenth century, it was extremely common, in
Newtonian medicine32 and in Walter Charleton’s ‘Epicurean’ medicine. But it
was explicitly turned into a new, polemical term by vitalists such as Ménuret,
in his crucial contributions to the Encyclopédie, including “Œconomie Animale,”
“Inflammation,” “Mort” and “Observation” and many others. It is difficult to
express how original and how important Ménuret’s article “Œconomie Animale”
is, especially for a yet-to be written history of vitalism. For there, some of the
Hippocratic inspiration allows Ménuret to construct a new form of vitalism,
navigating in between the Charybdis of Stahlian animism (explanations of life
predicated on the soul) and the Scylla of iatromechanism (or medical mechanism).
My specific interest in the notion begins with Ménuret’s definition, “L’économie
animale, c’est l’ordre, le mécanisme, l’ensemble des fonctions qui entretiennent
la vie” (“Œconomie Animale,” Enc. XI, 362a). The vitalist emphasis here is absent
from earlier articles of the Encyclopédie which use the notion, such as “Équilibre,”
“Faim,” “Fibre,” “Foie” and “Grossesse.” When Ménuret or Bordeu use the phrase
it has a distinctly assertive and programmatic character; it is there in the first
and last sentences of Bordeu’s Recherches anatomiques; Ménuret speaks of how the
mechanists with their ordinary physical laws will never understand the workings
of the animal economy (“Œconomie Animale,” Enc. XI, 364b). Indeed, the number
of doctoral dissertations explicitly devoted to some aspects of the animal economy
concept, particularly in Montpellier, in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries, shows that it is almost a kind of trademark of the vitalists: consider
titles like Jacques Guitard’s Influence des corps célestes sur l’économie animale and
Raimond Laroque’s De l’influence des passions sur l’économie animale, considérée
dans les quatre âges de la vie (both from an VI).33
The animal economy is both a structural notion, dealing with parts of the body and
their location, and a functional notion, incorporating the “action and movement”
of the parts; Ménuret also frequently speaks of their “usage.” And this temporal,
active language of function and usage is often opposed to the static, atemporal
character of purely anatomical approaches. How is it that a particular arrangement
of parts differentiates a dead body from a living body? The difference lies not
merely in the arrangement, but in the very nature of the parts: the vitalist will
argue that individual organs, or even fibres, are not merely ‘masses’ or ‘aggregates’
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but lives:
The body should only be considered as an infinite assemblage of small,
identical bodies, similarly alive and animated, each possessing a life,
an action, a sensibility – [that is] both a specific, particular interaction
(jeu) and movement, and a common, overall life and sensibility. All parts
contribute in their own way to the life of the entire body, and as such they
reciprocally correspond to and influence one another (Ménuret, “Pouls,”
Enc. XIII, 240a).
Ménuret suggests that “we cease to consider the human or animal body as the
mechanists do, namely, as a crude machine in which all actions and parts are
independent of one another” (ibid.). The key metaphor for this is the bee-swarm,
in Bordeu’s’s 1751 Recherches anatomiques sur la position et la fonction des glandes:
Might I make use of a comparison which, however rough, may be useful?
I compare the living body, in order to properly assess the particular action
of each part, to a swarm of bees which cluster together, and hang from a
tree like a bunch of grapes; I find the image . . . that one of the lower organs
was an animal in animali, to be quite helpful. Each part is, so to speak, not
quite an animal, but a kind of independent machine which contributes in
its way to the general life of the body.
Hence, following the comparison to a bee-swarm, it is a whole stuck to
a tree branch, by means of the action of many bees which must act in
concert to hold on; some others become attached to the initial ones, and so
on; all concur in forming a fairly solid body, yet each one has a particular
action, apart from the others . . .34
Bordeu uses the image of a circle, which we would today describe as ‘circular
causality’; other vitalists including La Caze speak of the “cercle d’action” which
exists in the body and render mechanistic explanations of cause and effect
inapplicable therein.35 Even Boerhaave (who was one of La Caze’s mechanist
targets in this passage) says that “It is clear, according to the most true words of
Hippocrates, that in our body, as in the circle, neither a beginning can be found, nor
an end exists; its parts are indeed so entwined and tied up with others that the
single parts are dependent on the whole.”36 The swarm and circle are a vitalist
metaphorical constant: in the article “Observation,” Ménuret mentions the beeswarm and Bordeu in order to emphasize that life in the body occurs, or is best
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described as, a “connection of actions” (“liaison d’actions”):
One could . . . compare man to a flock of cranes which fly together, in
a particular order, without mutually assisting or depending on one
another. The Physicians or Philosophers who have studied and carefully
observed man, have noticed this sympathy in all animal movements – this
constant and necessary agreement in the interaction of the various parts,
however disparate or distant from one another; they have also noticed
the disturbance of the whole that results from the sensory disagreement
of a single part. A famous physician (M. de Bordeu) and an illustrious
physicist (M. de Maupertuis) likewise compared man, from this luminous
and philosophical point of view, to a swarm of bees which strive together
to hang to a tree branch. One can see them pressing and sustaining one
another, forming a kind of whole, in which each living part contributes in
its way, by the correspondence and direction of its movements, to sustain
this kind of life of the whole body, if we may refer in this way to a mere
connection of actions (liaison d’actions) (Enc. XI, 318b-319a).
Whether the term used is ‘metaphorical’, like the bee-swarm, ‘technical’, like
that of ‘organic sympathies’, or somewhere in between the two, like the ‘circle of
action’, we can see that Ménuret (and Bordeu) are trying to articulate a structural,
relational concept of interaction amongst living parts (“lives”) which does not
rely on strictly linear causality. This is also shown by the frequent usage of the
Hippocratic maxim, ‘everything concurs, consents and conspires together in
the body’.37 The forces and actions of the animal economy are too intimately
intertwined to be quantified according to purely mechanical laws of force and
motion.
An additional point in Fouquet’s article “Sensibilité” which points towards a kind
of minimal credo of ‘holism’, is that Haller’s vivisection experiments38 also neglect,
and of course destroy the “solidarity” of parts with each other. The idea is that
once one particular area has been irritated, it draws to itself the entire sensitivity
of a nervous centre, with a consequent loss in organic “solidarity” or “consensus”
of the parts, as Fouquet says.39 “Consensus” functions like a technical term here,
similar to “conspiration,” “coordination,” “connection” and “sympathy.” That
is, all of these are terms meant to describe ‘synergies’ in the organism, typically
presented as non-mechanistic or non-reducible to basic mechanistic properties.
To give two examples from the later decades of the century, Diderot describes
organismic unity as the “coordination of molecules” in the Éléments de physiologie,
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and Vicq d’Azyr states that when we study cadavers, “all connection, all sympathy
is lost.”40 Similarly, Ménuret in “Observateur” criticizes the physiologists who
isolate functions without calling attention to their mutual action and influence,
what vitalists called the “circle of action.”
The forces and actions of the animal economy are too intimately intertwined
to be quantified according to purely mechanical laws of force and motion. That
the image or metaphor of the bee-swarm and its close analog, the image of the
musical instrument with vibrating strings producing a unified resonance, is not
merely poetic inspiration but is interwoven with the ‘technical’ developments of
the vitalists, can be seen in Ménuret’s article “Pouls,” this time influenced, not so
much by Hippocratism as by the Chinese medicine of the pulse.
VITALISM: ARCHAISM OR AVANT-GARDE?
As I have shown elsewhere, the montpelliérains are not neo-vitalists like Hans
Driesch in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries: they do not look for
a metaphysical foundation for the inquiry into organic nature, and specifically do
not ‘multiply entities’ by suggesting that there are, e.g. “entelechies,” that is, nonphysical causes of physical events. However, historically it is not clear that there is
anything like a ‘paradigm’ here (whether it makes any sense at all, or is useful, to
search for paradigms, is beyond the scope of the present essay). There are some
distinctive, useful heuristic concepts such as the animal economy or organisation,
which combine structural and functional levels of explanation in an original way;
and there are constant traits found in the various versions of the theory, such
as the ‘dialectical’ relation to mechanism and animism; the opposition between
observation and experiment with the related invocation of Hippocrates and
Hippocratism, and the focus on temporal and dynamic features of organisms. But
there is not a fully coherent doctrinal whole. However, this does not diminish
the interest of the vitalist outlook, historically: my task is then to seek to render
intelligible the occasionally archaic-seeming, patchwork theory. Indeed, the
archaism— here with the case of Hippocratism — is more of an appearance than
anything else. Commentators often react with some scorn to this overt invocation
of a very ancient medicine over and against ‘modern’ mechanical medicine, but
it must be understood in context, including the vitalist emphasis on observation
contra experiment.
Rather than being a sign of archaism, a ‘return’ to humoralism, 41 the vitalist appeal
to Hippocrates is something new. As we know from other historical examples
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(such as the tale of Machiavelli putting on a toga in order to write or Robespierre’s
‘return’ to Rome to think present-day revolution42), archaism is a typical feature
of revolutionary rhetoric, as it connotes ‘new beginnings’. And Ménuret bears
witness exactly to this, with his invocation of Hippocrates as the father for a
new medicine finally about to emerge: “La Médecine paroît être sur le point d’une
grande révolution; les systêmes bien appréciés sont réduits à leur juste valeur ;
plusieurs médecins s’appliquent comme il faut à l’observation; ils suivent la nature,
ils ne tarderont pas à faire revivre la Médecine d’Hippocrate, qui est la véritable
Médecine d’observation.”43 There is here an explicit language of revolution, which
can be observed a few years earlier in Diderot as well, when he speaks of a coming
”revolution in the sciences” in the Pensées sur l’interprétation de la nature:
We are on the verge of a great revolution in the sciences. Given the taste
people seem to have for morals, belles-lettres, the history of nature and
experimental physics, I dare say that before a hundred years, there will
not be more than three great geometricians remaining in Europe. The
science will stop short where the Bernoullis, the Eulers, the Maupertuis,
the Clairaut, the Fontaines and the D’Alemberts will have left it. . . . We
will not go beyond.44
For Diderot, the coming revolution in the sciences will be non-mathematical and
will focus instead on the emerging ontology of Life (and the newly constituted
sciences thereof). In the case of Ménuret, the revolution wears the colors of a
rebirth or renaissance of Hippocratism! Indeed, even in D’Alembert’s very visible
“Discours préliminaire” to the Encyclopédie, Hippocrates is presented as a radical
reformer like Francis Bacon, and in his article “Expérimental” D’Alembert presents
Hippocrates as a father of the experimental method. 45
If it is not archaic, the ‘patchwork’ quality of the montpelliérain conceptual
framework would still suffice to disqualify it from ‘paradigmatic’ status, in the eyes
of commentators for whom iatromechanism possesses a comfortable theoretical
foundation, in conformity with the methodological and epistemological aspirations
of the Scientific Revolution, whereas vitalism lacks such a foundation, and, in
the words of Ernst Mayr, never reached the status of a “cohesive theory”: it was
primarily a negative movement, against mechanism, against physicalism, against
the animal-machine, with great “explanatory diversity.”46 Nor can Hippocratism
provide it. Even if we disagree with Mayr, and there are various reasons to do so,
including his extremely flat vision of scientific progress, truth, validation, etc., it
is true that – fortunately? – there is no monolithic vitalist doctrine or Denkform.
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However, there are unmistakable signs in the vitalist conceptual edifice of
a systematization of fields of inquiry, which in the earlier part of the period
examined here would have been called ‘animal economy’, and which bears real
resemblance to what was later called ‘biology’ (nineteenth-century discussions
of vitalism repeatedly ask if it is metaphysics or a new science; some sought to
discredit vitalism by equating it with metaphysics, while others found this to be
its strong point!). Thus Barthez insists that the separate classes of animals and
plants should be brought together in a common scale of living beings47 and defines
the objects of his planned “science of man” as: “the forces of the Vital Principle
in man, their communications or sympathies, their unification into a system,
their distinctive modifications in the various temperaments and ages, and their
extinction at the time of death” (ibid., 35-36).
The point isn’t to say that Barthez rather than Treviranus and Lamarck is the
founder of ‘biology’ but that the conceptual space of the animal economy, as
sketched above, is close to that of biology, albeit not on reductive grounds. Indeed,
Jacques Lordat, Barthez’s main disciple (he was amongst other things his literary
executor), did indeed restate the doctrine of the Vital Principle as ‘biology’,
adding embryological and cerebral analyses to complete the picture. 48 So the
archaic is the new! And, one wishes to add, the demarcation between science and
metaphysics never happened; especially if one considers just how much spiritualist
metaphysics got reinvested into the vitalist toolbox and vocabulary, in the mid-to
late 19th century. 49 (This is also a far cry from Driesch’s very empirical entelechies
which, in good Aristotelian fashion, were meant to legitimate a metaphysics.)
Brooke Holmes points to something similar, I think – keeping in mind my points
about the novelty of ‘Hippocratic’ archaism in vitalism, and the irreducibility of
metaphysics therein – when she writes,
because vitalism recurs within the history of the life sciences across a
field of discontinuities, it points to the entanglement of the philosophy
of life within the timebound “construction” of the life sciences. This
entanglement points to the persistence of the Greeks transhistorically,
blurring any strict boundary between antiquity and modernity.50
The transhistorical dimension Holmes evokes is not that of a higher, ahistorical
truth. And one could bring up different cases of how Hippocratism was used in
more less ‘modernizing’ ways in the history of medicine (like, e.g., the way the
psychiatric reformer Philippe Pinel was described as the “French Hippocrates” in
the early 19th century51). But my concern is more with how this raises the question,
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which Canguilhem took more seriously than Bergson did, of the ‘truth’ of vitalism
and its potentially metaphysical status.
CONCLUSION: BERGSON, CANGUILHEM AND VITALISM AS
METAPHYSICS
Is vitalism – and/or, the ‘family’ of doctrines insisting on the ‘singularity’ of life
– necessarily a metaphysics? As has been observed by several commentators, the
common theme connecting Bergson and Canguilhem is the affirmation of life’s
creative character.
The living is precisely a center of reference. It is not because I am thinking,
it is not because I am a subject in a transcendental sense; it is because I am
alive that I must look to life for the reference of life.52
But curiously, just as strongly as Canguilhem emphasizes this ‘reality’ of life and
the living – in this, coherent with Hippocratic references including the circle of
action –, he also stresses that it is not an empirical state of affairs: “It is normal,
if vitalism is primarily an exigence that it is difficult to formulate it in a series of
determinations.”53 Is vitalism a metaphysics? Here, it is not just a ‘way of knowing’
or an epistemology. Yet at the same time, an interest in the phenomenon of vitality
itself is not necessarily a metaphysics, is it? As Claude Bernard put it,
In order to study the phenomena pertaining to living beings and discover
the laws that govern them, it is not necessary to know the essence of life
itself.54
Bergson himself, commenting on Bernard, insisted on this non-metaphysical
position of the inquiry into Life.55 One should recall that Bergson himself rejected
metaphysical (or ‘strong’) vitalism, and presented more of a philosophy of
‘process’, of ‘striving’, of ‘impetus’ (in which even the (poorly?) named élan vital
turns out to be not specifically vital56); as I mentioned at the outset, he speaks
of the notion of ‘vital principle’ as a kind easy way out, a label covering up our
ignorance: “the ‘vital principle’ may indeed not explain much, but it is at least a
sort of label affixed to our ignorance.”57 In Ansell-Pearson’s words, “If vitalism
entails an appeal to some mysterious vital ‘‘stuff ’’ that is then held to be the
transcendent motor or agent of evolution, then Bergson is no vitalist.”58 That said,
one can also find plenty of (weakly) vitalist statements in Bergson’s work, such as
when he affirms that “life is not composed of physico-chemical elements any more
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than a curve is composed of straight lines.”59 This implies that the distinction
between strong and weak vitalism (a) is a useful one but must be handled with
care, i.e. contextually and relationally, and (b) applies only in part to authors
such as Bergson and Canguilhem, who despite their criticisms of certain forms of
strong vitalism, can sometimes also be seen to defend a version of it.
I am not sure in the end how useful the category of vitalism is for understanding
Bergson; however, conversely, Bergson is useful for our efforts to understand this
category and its implications – even if he seeks to keep some distance from it. It is
well known that it was the reading of Bergson that pushed Canguilhem into a much
more favorable relation to vitalism.60 As regards my approach here – reflecting on
the Hippocratic motif in order to question the metaphysical reading of vitalism
– Canguilhem played on the different dimensions of this issue, stating on the
one hand that Montpellier vitalism in the eighteenth century was ‘scientifically
reasonable’ and non-metaphysical, but also, hinting that maybe vitalism could
never do without a metaphysics. In reflecting on the Hippocratic motif in vitalism,
notably its insistence that Life resists the experimenter, or conversely, that if the
experimenter wants to grasp something about Life it will have to be without
torturing or at least radically intervening in it, I have sought to raise this question
of the metaphysical and/or scientific status of vitalism from a different angle.
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